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 Single-phase permanent magnet synchronous motor has been tipped as an 

alternative to single-phase induction motor due to its high efficiency and 

torque density. Consequently, a proper performance analysis of the motor is 

required to cope with the stator imbalance in order to prevent pulsation in 

the torque performance. This paper presented the dynamic and steady-state 

analysis of a single-phase interior permanent magnet synchronous motor. In 

this analysis, a proper combination of direct-quadrature (d-q) reference 

frame, and symmetrical component analyses were used. The symmetrical 

components analysis was used to obtain the steady state performance while 

the dynamic performance was obtained from d-q analysis. The symmetrical 

components cope with the imbalance and hence the resulting torque 

pulsation which may results in heating of the motor. The results obtained 

agreed with the theoretical analysis and yielded a unique steady state 

equivalent circuit and phasor diagram. The models of the motor were 

simulated using MATLAB/Simulink. A prototype of the motor was 

developed and experimentation was carried out to validate the dynamic 

performance. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Permanent magnet machine is made by replacing the winding in the rotor of a synchronous machine 

by a strong permanent magnet [1]. Permanent magnet synchronous motors have so many rotor types, some of 

which are surface magnet rotor, inset magnet rotor, and interior magnet rotor [2]. The interior magnet rotor 

can be of single- or double-layer permanent magnet (PM). The number of layers of PM in the rotor of 

permanent magnet synchronous motor is limited by the rotor dimension and the effect of saturation. The 

interest in single-phase permanent magnet synchronous motor (SPIPMSM) has rapidly increased for both 

domestic and industrial purpose [2], [3]. The chronological advancement of researches on SPIPMSM was put 

to paper by [4]. d-q axis theory was used to demonstrate both the dynamic and steady state performance 

analysis of SPIPMSM [4]. This method neglected the imbalance in the stator windings of the motor but 

acknowledged the efficiency of SPIPMSM as compared to single-phase induction motor. The level of 

efficiency in electric motor has been raised to a level that improvement on induction motor may not achieve 

[3]–[6]. Therefore, it becomes imperative to carry out further research on the motor in order to improve the 

working performance. 

The single-phase interior permanent magnet synchronous motor, just like single-phase induction 

motor, operates like a two phase motor with main, and auxiliary winding have different number of turns [7]–

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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[9]. From mid–20th century, various methods were developed for both steady, and dynamic state analysis of 

permanent magnet synchronous motor [8]–[10]. These methods were mostly designed for polyphase 

permanent magnet synchronous motor and few papers focused on the single-phase counterpart of this motor. 

Performance analysis of SPIPMSM cannot be carried out with the same models developed for the polyphase 

motors due to the presence of imbalance experienced by its stator [11]. Few authors [7], [11]–[15] that focus 

on the single phase type of the motor seldom venture into the detail mathematical models or use assumptions 

of lumped parameters [16] which in turns impair the quality of the performance of the motor. This paper 

presents a detailed modelling of SPIPMSM using d-q analytical technics for the dynamic performance and 

symmetrical component analysis for the steady-state performance. The starting capacity of single-phase line 

start permanent magnet motor was enhanced by [17] using the tapered air-gap of the motor to overcome the 

starting limitation. The imbalance experience by the motor still remains even if the starting capacity is 

enhanced. The dimension of PM and its position in the rotor was optimized by [18]–[20] using Taguchi 

method. The high effectiveness of SPIPMSM has attracted its usage in the power system industry for high 

voltage breaker system [21]. Experiments and simulations were performed to improve the efficiency of 

permanent magnet synchronous motor in [22]. Kurihara et al. [23] discussed the trade-off that must be made 

between starting capability and efficiency. For efficiency to improve for single-phase PMSM, there must be a 

trade-off of the starting capability. Experimental method was used to demonstrate the trade-off in the number 

of turns of main winding to that of auxiliary winding. The single-phase loading of an isolated three phase PM 

synchronous generator was considered by [24] and the single-phase characteristics with consideration of 

various power factors was presented in [25]. 

Modified output equation was used in [26] to design fractional horsepower PMSM. The design was 

analysed using Ansys Maxwell two-dimensional (2D). In addition, the same method of Ansys Maxwell 2D 

was used in the design and efficiency improvement of single-phase induction motor in [27]–[31]. The 

designed motor in [26] proved to have a higher efficiency than the induction motor it was to replace. Chang 

in [32] presented an analysis of unexcited synchronous motors. The single-phase reluctance synchronous 

motor was the focus of the work. Derivation of equivalent circuit of single-phase permanent magnet 

synchronous motor was presented in [33].  

Both [32] and [33] employed the method of double revolving field theory to obtain the equivalent 

circuits of the motors for steady state. This work further the work done in [32] and [33] by using method of 

symmetrical component analysis to obtain both steady state equivalent circuit and the phasor diagram. 

Symmetrical components analysis copes with the imbalance in the stator and hence reduces the torque 

pulsation that might results in heating of the motor. The models in the present work are detailed breaking 

down the rigorous mathematical equations involved in the analysis. The present work also presents results 

which clearly show the effects of negative and positive sequence in the steady-state performance of 

SPIPMSM by using symmetrical components analysis. 

 

 

2. METHOD OF ANALYSIS  

In order to create a rotating magnetic field for single-phase interior permanent magnet synchronous 

motor, the stator must be constructed with a split-phase (main and auxiliary winding). The angle between 

these windings may vary. A capacitor is connected in series with the auxiliary winding so that the auxiliary 

current will lead the main current to create a rotating field.  

 

2.1.  Dynamic performance analysis 

The analysis of the motor under study starts with the equation of the machine in the d-q reference 

frame. Figure 1 shows the circuit connection of main and auxiliary winding of SPIPMSM with starting and 

running capacitors. In order to investigate the dynamic performance of SPIPMSM, the work neglects 

saturation and assumes the windings have the same turn ratios. It does not consider the PM in the rotor and 

neglects eddy current and hysteresis losses. The axes of transformation into d-q axes are shown in Figure 2. 

Let vm and va be the instantaneous stator voltages of both main and auxiliary windings, rm and ra are 

the main and auxiliary winding resistance, λm and λa are flux linking main and auxiliary winding: 

 

𝑣𝑚𝑠 = 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑚𝑠 + 𝑝𝜆𝑚𝑠 (1) 
 

𝑣𝑎𝑠 − 𝑣𝑐 = 𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑎𝑠 + 𝑝𝜆𝑎𝑠 (2) 
 

where 

 

𝑣𝑐 =
1

𝐶
∫ 𝑖𝑎𝑠𝑑𝑡

𝑡

0
 (3) 
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Figure 1. Circuit diagram of a single-phase interior permanent magnet synchronous motor 
 

 

r

r

 
 

Figure 2. d-q axis model of single-phase IPMSM 
 

 

The d and q axes are used to denote magnetic axes of the rotor of a synchronous machine. This is 

because; the two axes have been associated with the physical structure of the rotor and quite independent of 

any transformation. Therefore, the rotor voltage equations are written as: 

 

𝑣𝑎𝑟 = 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑟 + 𝑝𝜆𝑎𝑟 (4) 

 

𝑣𝑏𝑟 = 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑟 + 𝑝𝜆𝑏𝑟 (5) 

 

where rr is the rotor resistance, iar and ibr are the rotor currents. The flux linkage equations can be written as: 

 

𝜆𝑚𝑠 = 𝐿𝑚𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑠 + 𝐿𝑚𝑠𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑎𝑠 + 𝐿𝑚𝑠𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑟 + 𝐿𝑚𝑠𝑏𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑟 (6) 

 

𝜆𝑎𝑠 = 𝐿𝑎𝑠𝑚𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑠 + 𝐿𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑎𝑠 + 𝐿𝑎𝑠𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑟 + 𝐿𝑎𝑠𝑏𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑟 (7) 

 

𝜆𝑎𝑟 = 𝐿𝑎𝑟𝑚𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑠 + 𝐿𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑎𝑠 + 𝐿𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑟 + 𝐿𝑎𝑟𝑏𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑟 (8) 

 

𝜆𝑏𝑟 = 𝐿𝑏𝑟𝑚𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑠 + 𝐿𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑎𝑠 + 𝐿𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑟 + 𝐿𝑏𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑟 (9) 
 

where 𝐿𝑚𝑠 is stator main winding self-inductance, 𝐿𝑚𝑠𝑎𝑠 denotes inductance between main and auxiliary 

winding, 𝐿𝑚𝑠𝑎𝑟  is the inductance between the main winding and the rotor ar axis, 𝐿𝑚𝑠𝑏𝑟  represents 

inductance between the main winding and rotor br axis, 𝐿𝑎𝑠 is the self-inductance of the stator auxiliary 

winding, 𝐿𝑎𝑟  is rotor ar axis self-inductance, 𝐿𝑏𝑟 is rotor br axis self-inductance. It should be noted that the 

field winding on the rotor has been replaced with PM. Therefore, the flux linkage due to PM shall be 

introduced after transforming the flux linkage (6) to (9) to the rotor frame. It is much easier to analyse 

SPIPMSM by transforming voltage and flux linkage equations into the direct and quadrature reference frame. 

The transformation equation is given as: 
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[
𝑓𝑞

𝑓𝑑
] = [

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑟 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑟

𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑟 −𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑟
] [

𝑓𝑚

𝑓𝑎
] (10) 

 

fd and fq are transformed quantities. It may be voltage, current or flux linkage while fm and fa are the main and 

auxiliary quantities, 𝜃𝑟 is the rotor angle. The d-q voltage equations are obtained by applying two-phase 

transformation on (1), (2), (4), and (5) as: 
 

𝑣𝑞𝑠 = 𝑅𝑞𝑠𝑖𝑞𝑠 + 𝑅𝑞𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑠 + 𝑝𝜆𝑞𝑠 + 𝜔𝑟𝜆𝑑𝑠 + 𝑣𝑞𝑐 (11) 
 

𝑣𝑑𝑠 = 𝑅𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑠 + 𝑅𝑑𝑞𝑖𝑞𝑠 + 𝑝𝜆𝑑𝑠 − 𝜔𝑟𝜆𝑞𝑠 + 𝑣𝑑𝑐 (12) 
 

𝑣𝑞𝑟 = 0 = 𝑟𝑞𝑟𝑖𝑞𝑟 + 𝑝𝜆𝑞𝑟 (13) 
 

𝑣𝑑𝑟 = 0 = 𝑟𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑟 + 𝑝𝜆𝑑𝑟 (14) 
 

𝑝𝑣𝑞𝑐 = −𝜔𝑟𝑣𝑑𝑐 +
1

2𝐶
(𝑖𝑞𝑠 − 𝑖𝑑𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝜃𝑟 − 𝑖𝑞𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜃𝑟) (15) 

 

𝑝𝑣𝑑𝑐 = 𝜔𝑟𝑣𝑞𝑐 +
1

2𝐶
(𝑖𝑑𝑠 − 𝑖𝑞𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝜃𝑟 + 𝑖𝑑𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜃𝑟) (16) 

 

where 
 

𝑅𝑞𝑠 =
1

2
[(𝑟𝑚 + 𝑟𝑎) + (𝑟𝑚 − 𝑟𝑎)𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜃𝑟] (17) 

 

𝑅𝑑𝑠 =
1

2
[(𝑟𝑚 + 𝑟𝑎) − (𝑟𝑚 − 𝑟𝑎)𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜃𝑟] (18) 

 

𝑅𝑞𝑑 = 𝑅𝑑𝑞 =
1

2
[(𝑟𝑚 − 𝑟𝑎)𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝜃𝑟] (19) 

 

the quantities with subscript ds and qs are stator d- and q-axes quantities and subscript dr and qr are rotor d- 

and q-axes quantities. The flux linkages in d-q axis are written as; 

 
 

𝜆𝑞𝑠 = 𝐿𝑞𝑠𝑖𝑞𝑠 + 𝐿𝑚𝑞𝑖𝑞𝑟 (20) 

 

𝜆𝑑𝑠 = 𝐿𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑠 + 𝐿𝑚𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑟 + 𝜆𝑓𝑚 (21) 

 

𝜆𝑞𝑟 = 𝐿𝑞𝑟𝑖𝑞𝑟 + 𝐿𝑚𝑞𝑖𝑞𝑠 (22) 

 

𝜆𝑑𝑟 = 𝐿𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑟 + 𝐿𝑚𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑠 + 𝜆𝑓𝑚 (23) 

 

the d-q current equations can be deduced from (20) to (23). 𝜆𝑓𝑚 is PM flux linkage. The electromagnetic 

torque is given as; 

 

𝑇𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 =
𝑃

2
(𝜆𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑞𝑠 − 𝜆𝑞𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑠) (24) 

 

the dynamic equation is written as: 

 

𝑝𝜔𝑟 =
𝑃

2𝐽
(𝑇𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 − 𝑇𝐿) (25) 

 

TL is the load torque. The rotor angular speed is given as the derivative of its angular position: 

 

𝜔𝑟 = 𝑝𝜃𝑟 (26) 

 

P is the number of pole and p is the derivative of the quantity that as shown in. 

 

2.2.  Steady-state analysis 

SPIPMSM takes time difference by capacitance and spatial phase difference of the main and 

auxiliary windings [32], [33]. Therefore, SPIPMSM can be considered as a two-phase motor having main 

winding phase and auxiliary phase. Let the ratio of the positive sequence air-gap emf E1 to the positive 
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sequence stator current I1 be defined as Z1 (positive sequence impedance). Also, the ratio of the negative 

sequence air-gap emf E2 to the negative sequence stator current I1 be defined as Z2 (negative sequence 

impedance). By definition, 

 

𝐸1 = 𝑍1𝐼1 (27) 

 

𝐸2 = 𝑍2𝐼2 (28) 

 

the symmetrical components of the applied voltage, V1 and V2, to the stator windings, all windings referred 

to the main winding, is given by: 

 

[
𝑉1

𝑉2
] = [

1
−𝑗

𝐾⁄

1
𝑗

𝐾⁄
] [

𝑉𝑚

𝑉𝑎
] or [

𝑉𝑚

𝑉𝑎
] = [

1 1
𝑗𝐾 −𝑗𝐾

] [
𝑉1

𝑉2
] (29) 

 

also, to find the symmetrical component currents. The circuit diagrams for two phases of SPIPMSM are as 

shown in Figure 3. Figure 3(a) shows the main winding phase while Figure 3(b) shows the auxiliary winding 

phase. 

 

[
𝐼1

𝐼2
] = [

1 −𝑗𝐾
1 𝑗𝐾

] [
𝐼𝑚

𝐼𝑎
] or [

𝐼𝑚

𝐼𝑎
] = [

1 1
𝑗

𝐾⁄ −𝑗
𝐾⁄

] [
𝐼1

𝐼2
] (30) 

 

𝑉𝑚 = 𝐼𝑚𝑍𝑙𝑚 + 𝐸𝑚 (31) 

 

𝑉𝑎 = 𝐼𝑎(𝑍𝑙𝑎 + 𝑍𝐶) + 𝐸𝑎 (32) 

 

applying transformation of (29) on (31) and (32) gives: 

 

𝑉𝑚 = 𝐼𝑚𝑍𝑙𝑚 +
1

√2
(𝐸1 + 𝐸2) (33) 

 

𝑉𝑎 = 𝐼𝑎(𝑍𝑙𝑎 + 𝑍𝐶) +
𝑗𝐾

√2
(𝐸1 − 𝐸2) (34) 

 

substituting (27) and (28) in (33) and (34) gives; 

 

√2𝑉𝑚 = 𝐼1(𝑍𝑙𝑚 + 𝑍1) + 𝐼2(𝑍𝑙𝑚 + 𝑍2) (35) 

 

−𝑗√2
𝑉𝑎

𝐾
= 𝐼1 (

𝑍𝑙𝑎+𝑍𝐶

𝐾2 + 𝑍1) − 𝐼2 (
𝑍𝑙𝑎+𝑍𝐶

𝐾2 + 𝑍2) (36) 

 

taking the sum and the difference of (35) and (36) gives; 

 

𝑉1 = 𝐼1 (
𝑍𝑙𝑎+𝑍𝐶

2𝐾2 +
𝑍𝑙𝑚

2
+𝑍1) − 𝐼2 (

𝑍𝑙𝑎+𝑍𝐶

2𝐾2 −
𝑍𝑙𝑚

2
) (37) 

 

𝑉2 = 𝐼2 (
𝑍𝑙𝑎+𝑍𝐶

2𝐾2 +
𝑍𝑙𝑚

2
+𝑍2) − 𝐼1 (

𝑍𝑙𝑎+𝑍𝐶

2𝐾2 −
𝑍𝑙𝑚

2
) (38) 

 

In (37) and (38) can be used to draw the equivalent circuit diagram of SPIPMSM as shown in Figure 4. The 

phasor diagram of SPIPMSM drawn from the equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 5. The negative sequence 

produces backward revolving field at double frequency. This double frequency backward revolving field 

generates heat and causes pulsation in the electromagnetic torque developed and degrades the performance of 

the motor. The negative torque must be minimized by letting the negative sequence current tends to zero. 

This can be achieved by proper selection of run capacitor and turn ratio value. So, setting the negative 

sequence current to zero in (37) and (38): 

 

(𝑍𝑙𝑚 + 𝑍1) = 𝑗𝐾 (
𝑍𝑙𝑎+𝑍𝐶

𝐾2 + 𝑍1) (39) 
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(a) (b) 

 

Figure 3. Two phases of SPIPMSM (a) main phase winding and (b) auxiliary phase winding circuit 

connections 

 

 

2

( )

2 2

la c lmZ Z Z

K

+
−

 
 

Figure 4. Equivalent circuit diagram of SPIPMSM 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Phasor diagram of SPIPMSM 

 

 

By equating the real and imaginary parts of the expression in (39),  

 

𝑋𝐶 = 𝐾2𝑋1 + 𝑋𝑙𝑎 + 𝐾(𝑅𝑚 + 𝑅1) (40) 

 

the capacitor run value can be estimated from (40), where R1 and X1 are the positive sequence resistance and 

reactance respectively, K is the turn ratio of main winding to auxiliary winding, Xla and Rm are the main 

winding reactance and resistance, f is frequency of the supply voltage. 

 

𝐶𝑟𝑢𝑛 =
1

2𝜋𝑓[𝐾2𝑋1+𝑋𝑙𝑎+𝐾(𝑅𝑚+𝑅1)]
 (41) 

 

The positive sequence system involves a forward rotating field distribution synchronized with the 

rotor; therefore, it is convenient to solve the vector diagram of the positive sequence air-gap voltage and 

current in d-q axes as presented in [33]. It should be however be noted that SPIPMSM has inverse saliency 
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and hence the vector axes inverted. The positive sequence impedance can be obtained by resolving the phasor 

diagram in Figure 6. 

 

𝐼1 = 𝐼𝑞1 − 𝑗𝐼𝑑1 (42) 

 

𝐸1 = 𝐸0+𝐼𝑑1𝑋𝑚𝑑 + 𝑗𝐼𝑞1𝑋𝑚𝑞  (43) 

 

𝐸0 + 𝐼𝑑1𝑋𝑚𝑑 = 𝐼𝑞1𝑋𝑚𝑞𝑐𝑜𝑡𝛿 (44) 

 

𝑍1 =
𝐸1

𝐼1
=

𝐸0+𝐼𝑑1𝑋𝑚𝑑+𝑗𝐼𝑞1𝑋𝑚𝑞 

𝐼𝑞1−𝑗𝐼𝑑1
 (45) 

 

𝑍1 =
𝐼𝑞1𝑋𝑚𝑞𝑐𝑜𝑡𝛿+𝑗𝐼𝑞1𝑋𝑚𝑞 

𝐼𝑞1−𝑗𝐼𝑑1
 (46) 

 

 

Id1Xmd

E1

E0

jIq1Xmq

-jId1

Iq1

δ

I1

 
 

Figure 6. Vector diagram of positive sequence air-gap voltage and current in d-q rotor reference frame 
 

 

If the excitation voltage is absent as in [33], then, the torque dependent expression for the machine 

impedance should match with the impedance of capacitor reluctance motor. Apply this assumption to (44), 

then, substitute for 𝐼𝑑1 from (44) into (46) gives: 

 

𝑍1 =
𝑋𝑚𝑞+𝑗𝑋𝑚𝑞𝑡𝑎𝑛𝛿

𝑋𝑚𝑑𝑡𝑎𝑛𝛿−𝑗𝑋𝑚𝑞
 (47) 

 

manipulating the numerator and denominator of (47) gives: 
 

𝑍1 = 𝑗𝑋𝑚𝑞 +
1

1

𝑗(𝑋𝑚𝑑−𝑋𝑚𝑞)
+

𝑋𝑚𝑑𝑡𝑎𝑛𝛿

𝑋𝑚𝑞(𝑋𝑚𝑑−𝑋𝑚𝑞)

 (48) 

 

𝑍1 =
𝑗𝑋𝑚𝑞(𝑋𝑚𝑞+𝑗𝑋𝑚𝑑𝑡𝑎𝑛𝛿)+𝑗𝑋𝑚𝑞(𝑋𝑚𝑑−𝑋𝑚𝑞)

𝑋𝑚𝑞+𝑗𝑋𝑚𝑑𝑡𝑎𝑛𝛿
 (49) 

 

rationalizing (49) and re-arranging gives the positive sequence impedance in terms of the load angle. 
 

𝑍1 =
𝑋𝑚𝑑𝑋𝑚𝑞𝑡𝑎𝑛𝛿(𝑋𝑚𝑑−𝑋𝑚𝑞)

𝑋𝑚𝑞
2+𝑋𝑚𝑑

2𝑡𝑎𝑛2𝛿
+ 𝑗

𝑋𝑚𝑑𝑋𝑚𝑞(𝑋𝑚𝑑𝑡𝑎𝑛2𝛿+𝑋𝑚𝑞)

𝑋𝑚𝑞
2+𝑋𝑚𝑑

2𝑡𝑎𝑛2𝛿
 (50) 

 

The negative sequence impedance can be calculated as the average value of the apparent rotor 

impedances of d-and q-axes for slip of 2 [32]. Rrd and Rrq are d and q rotor resistance respectively. Xlrd and 

Xlrq are d and q-axis rotor leakage reactance. 
 

𝑍2 =
1

2
{

𝑗𝑋𝑚𝑑(
𝑅𝑟𝑑

2
+𝑗𝑋𝑙𝑟𝑑)

𝑅𝑟𝑑
2

+𝑗(𝑋𝑚𝑑+𝑋𝑙𝑟𝑑)
+

𝑗𝑋𝑚𝑞(
𝑅𝑟𝑞

2
+𝑗𝑋𝑙𝑟𝑞)

𝑅𝑟𝑞

2
+𝑗(𝑋𝑚𝑞+𝑋𝑙𝑟𝑞)

} (51) 

 

The equivalent circuit presented in Figure 4 can now be re-drawn as in Figure 7. Since the positive 

sequence current contributes to the synchronous action at steady state and negative sequence contribute to 

induction action at starting, then, the circuit of Figure 7 can be modified as in Figure 8. I0 and IL are 

magnetizing current and load current respectively. 
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Figure 7. Equivalent circuit diagram of SPIPMSM 
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Figure 8. Modified equivalent circuit of SPIPMSM 
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The laboratory set up to measure the dynamic behavior of the prototype motor developed is as 

shown in Figure 9. The developed SPIPMSM was connected to the DC machine via the torque sensor. The 

shafts of the torque sensor were connected to the shafts of the test motor and the DC generator by using 

single membrane coupling, so as to provide a torsional rigidity. The input voltage was supplied to the stator 

of SPIPMSM in steps up to the rated voltage from a variable transformer. A variable resistive load was 

connected to the DC machine which acted as a generator. The torque sensor was used to measure the 

dynamic torque and speed of the test motor. The torque sensor was connected to a personal computer (PC) 

via universal serial bus (USB) and its output displayed and recorded using TorqView. TorqView is a virtual 

instrumentation display PC interface software program for use with the torque sensor. The torque sensor was 

powered by a supply voltage of 12 to 32 vanguard direct current (VDC) with minimum current of 1amp. In 

order to perform the load test, the DC generator was provided with a field current of 0.8 A. The dynamic 

torque and speed of the motor were measured at each time the variable resistive load on the DC motor was 

increased. The dynamic simulation of a ½ hp 4 poles SPIPMSM was carried out using embedded MATLAB 

and the results of the simulation result was compared with the experimental result. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 9. Image of the experimental setup for SPIPMSM 

 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The results obtained when a ½ hp, 4 poles SPIPMSM motor was simulated for dynamic analysis are 

presented. Figure 10 shows the developed electromagnetic torque when a load of 1 N was added after the 

step time of 2 seconds. Synchronism was attained at about 0.5 second as seen in Figure 10; the developed 

torque has a value of about 1.5 Nm at no load and about 2.3 Nm when loaded after 2 seconds. Figure 11 

compares the experimental and simulation torque-speed plots. The two plots compared favourably. The main 

winding current of SPIPMSM is shown in Figure 12 while the auxiliary current is shown in Figure 13. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 10. Electromagnetic torque versus time response of SPIPMSM 
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Figure 11. Experimental and simulation torque-speed characteristics of SPIPMSM 

 

 

 
 

Figure 12. Stator main winding current 

 

 

 
 

Figure 13. Stator auxiliary current 

 

 

The steady state performance analysis of single-phase interior permanent magnet synchronous motor 

of 1 kW ratings was carried out using symmetrical components method. The simulation was carried out using 

m-file in MATLAB. The results are as presented from Figures 14 to 17. In Figure 14, the positive sequence, 

negative sequence, auxiliary and main currents are presented. It can be observed that the positive sequence 

current is higher in value than the negative sequence current. This implies that at steady state, the positive 

sequence current is required for the synchronous motor action of the machine. The negative sequence, 

positive sequence and main currents respectively increase with increase in the rotor angle positions. 

However, the negative sequence current did not increase significantly like the positive sequence and main 

phase current. Figure 14 equally agrees with the theoretical model of the motor. The auxiliary current 

magnitude remains almost constant. Rotor current behaves like the negative sequence and it could also be 

observed that the main current grows gradually to maximum. 
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Figure 17 shows the negative sequence torque is almost going down to zero. The positive sequence 

and total torque behave alike at steady state. It can also be observed that the maximum value of torque for 

maximum power is 3.20 Nm, 1.2 rad (68.75˚) of rotor angle. It can be observed the negative sequence power 

is almost going down to zero as well. The positive sequence and total power behave alike at steady state in 

the same manner with the torque characteristics. The maximum power that can be achieved is 1000 watts, 1.2 

rad (68.75˚) of rotor angle.  

 

 

  
 

Figure 14. Currents characteristics of SPIPMSM 

 

Figure 15. Main, rotor, and auxiliary currents 

characteristics 

 
 

  

 

Figure 16. Positive sequence power, negative 

sequence power, total power, capacitor voltage and 

auxiliary voltage characteristics 

 

Figure 17. Positive sequence, negative sequence, 

and total torque characteristics 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION  

The dynamic and steady-state performance analysis of single-phase interior permanent magnet 

synchronous motor has been carried out. The results obtained were in agreement with the theoretical analysis. 

The motor attained synchronism at about 0.5 seconds when loaded with a load torque of 1 N-m. The motor 

developed torque of 1.5 Nm at no-load and 2.3 Nm at load. This shows that the motor responded better to the 

added load. The experimental and simulation torque speed characteristics behave in the same manner. The 

simulation and the experimental torque speed synchronized at exactly synchronous speed. Also, at steady 

state, the positive sequence current is higher than the negative sequence of SPIPMSM. This shows that the 

positive sequence current is more required for synchronism at steady-state. This observation was also 

affirmed by the phasor diagram. The magnitude of the positive sequence of the phasor diagram increases, 

while the negative sequence remains almost constant. Infact, the negative sequence current causes the 

heating-up of the motor at steady-state. It is required that the negative sequence current be minimized at 

steady-state. This is achieved by proper selection of the running capacitor at balance operation of the motor.  
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